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Strion LED HPL Rechargeable Flashlight
Overall Score: 4.9
www.streamlight.com
Tester 1 of 2
Tested by a member from Ohio
Design 4.8
Performance 4.8
Ease of Use 5
Size 4.8
Quality 5
Durability 5
Storage 5
Versatility 4.5
Convenience 4.8
Application 5
Comfort 4
Individual Score 4.81
Regarding the above flashlight, I found the product is an above average/very good product. It is
lightweight and easy to carry on my duty belt, patrol pack or in my cargo pocket. The small size is easy
to conceal. The lumens are exceptional and have a very good spread for illuminating the areas I focus on
during use. The light beam and the ease of operation along with the several methods of powering the
light make this an exceptional piece of police equipment that every officer should have either as a
primary light source or back up. I would strongly recommend this light to officers.
Tester 2 of 2
Tested by a member from Maryland
Design 5
Performance 5
Ease of Use 5
Size 5
Quality 5
Durability 5
Storage 5

Versatility 5
Convenience 5
Application 5
Comfort 5
Accuracy 5
Cleaning & Maintenance 5
Individual Score 5
The Streamlight Strion HPL Rechargeable Flashlight; this is an extremely impressive lighting system.
The illumination intensity and variable lighting options (high, mid, low and strobe) serve a wide variety
of operational needs. This includes powerful illumination enabling observations and identifications in
darkness and it is capable of providing a formidable wall-of-light providing concealment if needed. The
compact size makes it easily stored in pants and tactical vests alike. The lighting system comes with
simple to use and install wall and vehicle chargers. I have used numerous Streamlight products and other
nationally recognized brand names and this light is at the top of its class. At this writing it is actively
seeing some action at the Baltimore riots! On a personal note, I prefer the power button to be at the neck
of a flashlight to best provide a solid two hand shooting position based on my own personal shooting
style with a handheld light. This light has a power button located on the rear of the light housing only.
Again, this is just a personal preference.

